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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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B.G. Transit keeps rolling along

August 27,2008
Volume 103. Issue 4
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Bumpy ride in
Guatemala
Three Miami grad
students and
faculty member were
ambushed and fired
upon on a recent trip
|P«9«3

It was a great
Olympics but...
This year's Olympic
games were great
athletically, but
columnist Lori Weber
thinks China could
have been a better
host | Page 4

Students will
drink anyway
Students drink prior to
the legal drinking age
now, and will continue to
do so regardless of the
drinking age | Page 4

By Andy Ouriel
Reporter

A Cleveland man
will spend some time
behind bars after
sending hate mail
to many celebrities,
coaches and musicians
| Pag. 8

Trouble in
Denver
Three men apprehended after officials feared
a plot to assasinate
Sresidential candidate
arack Obama. are not
expected to be charged
| Page 5

Linebacker John
Haneline left last
season with a left foot
injury, but through hard
work and rehabilitation

What area of campus
needs to be beautified
the most?

Jessica Hartwig
Freshmen.
Fashion Merchandise

As gas prices top over $4 a gallon,
more and more passengers are
climbing aboard the B.G. Transit.
The B.G. Transit, a public transportation system for the city of
Bowling Green, has had an 8
percent increase for the first six
months of 2008 compared to the
same time frame in 2007.
So far, there have already
been over 18,000 passengers to
use the B.G. Transit this year.
One of the main reasons for

an increase is the reliability the
B.G. Transit provides to its customers, owner of Express Transit
Scott Potter said.
"The biggest thing we can do is
be reliable and efficient," he said.
Potter said the B.G. Transit was
close to being99 percent on time
for pick-ups, making this one of
the main reasons why people
continually use the system.
"If you want to go to a specific address, we will take you
right there. If that's what you
need, we would be the right
choice for you," Potter said.

Three people await

"The biggest

discount of $ 1.75 per ride.
A reason why the elderly
and disabled population use
thing we can do
the transit system is because
the B.G. Transit advertises in
is be reliable and
places where they congregate,
including the community cenefficient."
ter, said Tina Bradley, grant
Scott Potter | Express Transit owner administrator for BG Transit.
"One of the things I felt imporTwo demographics that con- tant for the transit system was
sistently use the transit are the to get the word out to let people
elderly and disabled, which know we have it," she said.
The transit provides the
consists of nearly 75 percent
of the transit's customers. elderly and disabled with
Elderly and disabled recievc a iransportation to doctor

By Scott Rcckcr
Senior Reporter

Three Bowling Green people are
in Wood County Justice Center
after being arrested for conspiracy to commit murder following
an alleged assault early Saturday
morning.
Branden Roby, 22, Rebecca
Meredith, 21, and Owen Dotson,
18, all of Fairview Avenue, were
all apprehended following the
incident.
Shortly before 7 a.m. on
Saturday, Bowling Green Police
Division received a call reporting
an aggravated robbery by a black
male "who may have a gun" at
1020 Fairview Ave.
Upon police arrival Foster
"Brad" Stretchbery, 20, of Grand
Rapids, Ohio, flagged down
police from the backseat of a
black unidentified vehicle with
multiple contusions on his fore-

head, nose and the back of his
head, according to Ptl. Brian
Houser's report.
Stretchbery stated Roby and
Meredith had been calling him
Friday night "begging him" to
meet at Meredith's apartment.
Stretchbery said he was dropped
off at Meredith's Fairview
Avenue apartment by a female
friend early Saturday morning.
Roby was not at the apartment
at the time but Meredith invited
Stretchbery inside, according to
the report.
Nearly 20 to 30 minutes after
entering the apartment a tall
black male, who was later identified as Owen Dotson, allegedly
beat Stretchbery in the head and
face after Stretchbery refused to
hand over his gold necklace and
wallet. Stretchbery told police
that Dotson then claimed he
See MURDER | Page 2

After opening this summer, store on 1-75 provides fishing equipment and more
By Michelle Bowrnun
Reporter

Interested in the outdoors?
There's a new store in the area
that might reel you in.
Bass Pro Shops, located off I75, recently opened during the
summer and carries many different items, ranging from fishing to hunting.
"Bass Pro means we are a
very big fishing store, but we
have more than that. We also
have large hunting apparel and
footwear departments," said
Assistant General Manager Rob
Buchanan.

According to Buchanan, each
department is run by an employee hired specifically because
they are experts in their field.
This helps provide customers
with accurate knowledge about
anything in the store.
In addition to the different
outdoor departments, Bass Pro
Shops also has a general store
that includes a deli, old-fashioned ice cream and an archery
range. The archery range is
$7 per hour if the customer is
using their own archer or free
if trying out one of the store's
archers with intent to buy. The
intent is to let customers get a

feel for the archers so they can
leave satisfied.
Some students have already
begun to show their enthusiasm
for the store.
"I'd be interested in shopping
there because 1 like the outdoors
and I'd be interested in learning
more about future fishing events
and activities," said freshman
Eric Oathout.
Bass Pro Shops offers several seminars and events that
take place on the weekends.
Sometimes even professionals
help run the seminars.
See PRO SHOP | Page 2

Union casino encourages students to mingle
By Justin Antill

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 81. Low: 59

I

See TRANSIT | Page 2

makes
attempt last Saturday
splash in
NWOhio

"By Kohl they should
be more artsy and
stuff" | Page 4

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 81, Low: 62

appointments, pharmacies
and to activities and events
across the city, Bradley said.
In response to the increase in
passengers, Bradley said a Transit
Advisory Committee was formed.
The committee bounces ideas
off of one another and continually seeks improvement within the
transit system.
There is also a sense of friendship that is developed between
the workers and the passengers, B.G. Transit Manager and

Bass Pro

Reporter

i

PLACE YOUR BETS: Students partake m Casino Night Resident Student Association transforms the Union Ballroom into a casino each year, granting free admission to all students.

Students struck with gambling
fever transformed the Union
Ballroom into a casino remniscent of the Las Vegas Strip
and the Riveria at last night's
Resident Student Association
Casino Night.
The typically ordinary ballroom was decked out in flashy
decorations and the sounds of
chips clashing and shouts of
winners transformed the room
into a mini Vegas.
With donations by the
University Bookstore, snacks and
drinks from the Catering Service
and tables and chips from A.I.
Sunny Rental Company, the RSA

was able to put together this
annual event for the students.
"This gets freshman out and
meeting new people," RSA Vice
President Lauren Fatica said.
With the help of volunteer card
dealers such as Dr. Ed Whipple,
Dr. Glenn Egelman and Deb
Novak, students were able to
gamble at Blackjack, Texas hold
'em and the money wheel.
Students were given $2,000
worth of chips — which was
equal to one ticket. The tickets
were used to raffle for prizes
like Rockband, Ipod Touch, a
flat-screen TV, a bundle of movies, Guitar Hero 3 and bookstore prizes such as BG shirts
and hats.
RSA Executive Board Member

Ryan Cieker expected at least
1,000 students to attend.
"We can come together and
work as a team," Cieker said.
Doug Wilson from A.J.
Sunny Rental Company stuck
around to check on dealers in
order to make sure they were
doing a good job and to make
sure everyone was having a
good time.
"|The event] must have
worked last year because we are
back this year," Wilson said on
the success of the event.
Students who attended the
event enjoyed themselves as
well.
"It's fun and I |had| a good
time," freshman Amanda
Coffman said.
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trial after murder

Let's get ready
to rumble

and ready to win

-

City transit system sees increased usage compared to last year

Don't be a
mail-hater!

the co-captain is back

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION Bl EMILY GRAHAM
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Another intention of Bass Pro
Shops is to be involved with the
community.
"We try to be involved in communities and schools around us.
The BGSU cheerleaders were
here for the grand opening and
we are always looking for more
ways to be part of the community," said Buchanan. "Next year,
we will be really involved with
the National Tractor Pull that
takes place in Bowling Green,
including providing shuttles to
and from the location."
The store, which is also affiliated with Nascar, not only offers

PRO SHOP
From Page 1

I lie purpose of seminars is lo
iilwntc children in the outdoors
and provide more learning experiences for novice people," said
Buchanan.
Ilicy are generally offered to
people of all ages and specified
when otherwise.
When asked whether he
would go to the smre, Senior
Nate Schroeder said he would.
to "gii c i( cal area some business
and kiH'p them around."

someone over to "whack"
Stretchbery. Meredith also
told police the plan was for
Dotson to take Stretchbery
out of the apartment before
shooting him
While police were at the
apartment, Roby called
Merediths eel I phone and told
her if she told police about the
plan "it would be over for her,"
according to the report.
Police l.t. Tony Hetrick said
it is believed the attempted
murder was revenge for a
previous drug deal with
Stretchbery gone wrong.
Roby, Meredith and
Dotson are all three currently in Wood County lustice
Center on a $100,000 bond,
and are awaiting a 9 a.m.
Friday pre-trial.

MURDER
From Page 1

ua-. going III gel his gun and
Stretchbery lied the apartment in the opposite direction of Dotson,
Police obtained a search
warrant for 1062 I'airview
Ave. and found Meredith
and Robert Engle, 20, of
Weston, Ohio, as well as
drug paraphernalia inside
the apartment.
During questioning, police
discovered a plot constructed by Hohy, Meredith, and
Dotson to kill Stretchbery.
Meredith had told police that
when Stretchbery came to
her apartment Hohy called
and told her he was sending

Did You Know..

TRANSIT
From Page 1

Driver Mike McCoy said.
"You get to be friends with |the
passengers] and talk to them. I
enjoy it very much," McCoy said.
AndthoughBXi.Transitis pleased
with the increase in numbers, they
are still looking to gain more passengers throughout the later part of
2008 and beyond.
"I truly believe we can meet the
demand no matter how high it
gets," Brad ley said.
For more information, visit
www.bgohio.org/grants/transportation.html.

CORRECTIONS
A story in yesterday's issue of
The BG News made an incorrect
statement about Wood County's
electoral history. Democratic
presidential candidates won Wood
County in 1964.1992 and 1996.

The distance between
your elbow and wrist
is the same length as
your foot!
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4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

1 of Roomales
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4

1

3

Rent

$570 ($265 eachl

$1136($299eachl

$1292 $323 each)

$900($300 each)
$114

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

to

$120

Included w/Electiic

trash

$0

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthl, Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 pei month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes 12 Pools)

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Ves

Yes

No

No

KOOSISONCH

$1292 ;$323 each)

$500 ($16/each)
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ississippi town scene of largest
single-workplaceimmigrationraid
By Holbrook Mohr
The Associated Press

LAUREL. MiSS.—The largest single-workplace immigration raid
in U.S. history has caused panic
among Hispanic families in this
small southern Mississippi town,
where federal agents rounded
up nearly 600 plant workers suspected of being in the country
illegally.
One worker caught in
Monday's sweep at the Howard
Industries transformer plant
said fellow workers applauded
as immigrants were taken into
custody. Federal officials said
a tip from a union member
prompted them to start investigating several years ago.
Fabiola Pena, 21, cradled
her 2-year-old daughter as she
described a chaotic scene at the
plant as the raid began, followed
by clapping.
"I was crying the whole time.
I didn't know what to do," Pena
said. "We didn't know what
was happening because everyone started running. Some
people thought it was a bomb
but then we figured out it was
immigration."
About 100 of the 595 detained
workers were released for
humanitarian reasons, many
of them mothers who were fitted With electronic monitoring
bracelets and allowed to go home
to their children, officials said.
About 475 other workers were
transferred to a U.S. Immigration
and Customs F.nforcement facil-

ity in lena, La. Nine who were
under 18 were transferred to the
custody of the Office of Refugee
Resettlement.
lohn Foxworth, an attorney
representing some of the immigrants, said eight appeared in
federal court in Hattiesburg on
1 uesday because they face criminal charges for allegedly using
false Social Security and residency identification.
He said t he raid was traumatic
for families.
"There was no communication, an immediate loss of any
kind of news and a lack of understanding of what's happening
to their loved ones," he said. "A
complete and utter feeling of
helplessness."
The superintendent of the
county school district said
about half of approximately 160
Hispanic students were absent
Tuesday.
Roberto Velez, pastor at Iglesia
Cristiana Peniel, where an estimated 30 to 40 percent of the
200 parishioners were caught
up in the raid, said parents were
afraid immigration officials
would take them.
"They didn't send their kids
to school today," he said. "How
scared is that?"
Those detained were from
Brazil, El Salvador, Germany.
Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico,
Panama, and Peru, said Barbara
Gonzalez, an ICE spokeswoman.
Elizabeth Alegria, 26, a
Mexican immigrant, was working at the plant Monday when

ICE agents stormed in. When
they found out she has two
sons, ages 4 and 9, she was
fitted with a bracelet and told
to appear in federal court next
month. Her husband, Andres,
was not so lucky.
"I'm very traumatized because
I don't know if they are going to
let my husband go and when I
will see him," Elizabeth Alegria
said through a translator Tuesday
as she returned to the Howard
Industries parking lot to retrieve
her sport utility vehicle.
"We have kids without dads
and pregnant mothers who got
their husbands taken away," said
Velez's son, Robert, youth pastor
at the church. "It was like a horror story. They got handled like
they were criminals."
Howard Industries is in
Mississippi's Pine Belt region,
known for commercial timber
growth and chicken processing
plants. The tech company produces dozens of products ranging from electrical transformers
to medical supplies, according to
its Web site.
Gonzalez said agents had
executed search warrants at
both the plant and the company
headquarters in nearby Ellisville.
She said no company executives
had been detained, but this is
an "ongoing investigation and
yesterday's action was just the
first part."
A woman at the Ellisville headquarters told The Associated
Press yesterday that no one was
available to answer questions.

COMPARISON

AMENITIES
Apartment Size

equipment for outdoors, but the
atmosphere leaves customers
feeling like they are outdoors.
"The first thing everyone does
upon entering the store is look
up because it's not a normal ceiling, the store is full of murals
that are hand-painted by several
different artists," Buchanan said.
The murals, which surround
the entire building, are to provide customers with a different
shopping experience.
The store hours for Bass Pro
Shops are 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Samrday and
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Sunday.

<!i.n ■ : :

"Note: All utilities are based on a market survey and are on a 12 month average Due lo weather, bills may be higher in some months

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd • 419.352.9135
www.winthropterrace.com • email us: winthropOgerdenich.com

ROGELI0VS0USI »P PHOTO

LIVES ON HOLD: US Marshal deputies direct several suspected illegal immigrant from the federal courthouse in Hattiesburg. Miss.

Jetlinerhijackedin Darfur,
claimed by rebel group

EEK!
Interested in Greek Life at BGSU?
Come meet the members of BGSUs 44
fraternities and sororities and get more
information

GREEK CARNIVAL
TODAY!
11am-2pm
Outside the BG Student Union

By Kh„led El-D.eb
The Associated Press

TRIPOLI, Libya — Hijackers in
Sudan's wartorn Darfur region
seized a jetliner carrying nearly 100 people, including local
Darfur officials, and forced it to
land at a World War ll-era airfield in the heart of the Sahara
Desert in neighboring Libya,
officials said.
A Libyan official at the remote
Kufra airport said there were 10
hijackers belonging to a Darfur
rebel group and were demanding enough fuel for the Beoing
737 to continue to France.
But the rebel group quickly
denied any link to the hijacking.
The flight was commandeered

soon after taking off from Nyala,
capital of southern Darfur, en
route to Khartoum, the national capital, said Yusuf Ibrahim,
director of Khartoum's airport.
The plane was diverted to
Kufra, a desert oasis in southeast
Libya close to the Sudanese and
Egyptian borders, some 1,000
miles from Tripoli.
The Kufra airport official said
the hijackers belonged to the
Darfur rebel Sudan Liberation
Movement led by Abdul-Wahid
Nour. They rejected Libyan
requests that they release women
and children on the flight and
allow provisions onto the plane,
refusing any negotiations and
demanding the refueling, the
official said.

Saturday, August 31

Trip to the Toledo Zoo
Toledo, OH
Oh My? Do you want
to see a few lions,
tigers and bears?
Come to the Office of
the Dean of Students
(301BTSU) to buy a
S15.00 discount ticket.
You must buy your
ticket by 12 p.m. on
Thursday, August 28.
Shuttles will leave
BGSU at 12 p.m. and
return to BGSU at
approximately 5 p.m.

Sponsored by Orientation and First Year Programs

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some o( the calendar of events is tata from events

7 p.m. - 8 p.rr
How Crowded is Your Bed
TBA

Miami students, faculty shot at in Guatemala
U-Wire

8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
BGSU Cycling Team:
Information
S.5Thur$tonSt.(UCF)
9 p.m. -10 p.m.
H20Kickoff
101 Olscamp

8 a.m. -11 p.m
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Tye Dye Thorn
Table Space Union

10 a.m. -2 p.m
Greek Carnival
Union Oval

5:30 p.m.-6:30 pm.
Campus Organization Kick
Off
202 Union

5:30 p.m. - 6:30
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T\vo Miami University professors and three graduate
students are safe and back in
Oxford after being ambushed
by gunmen in Guatemala.
On the morning of lune 23,
the group was five miles from
the Belize border when two
men wielding rifles stepped out
of the underhush 10 feet in front
of the van. The driver sped up,
but two bullets were fired and
hit the vehicle.
One bullet went through the
driver's side window and exited
out the passenger's side window after grazing the mouth
of Mark Boardman, director of
the Institute of Environmental
Sciences.
The other bullet went through
the window by the third bench
seat. According to the incident
report, graduate student Anne
Wick ducked in time and the
bullet went over her head.
However, the bullet ricocheted
off the inside of the van and
struck the owner's daughter's
hand and stomach.
Boardman said he was glad

"The people who ambushed that
van didn't know there were Americans
there. They were thugs who would
do it to Guatemalans."

deputy director for academic,
affairs for ll-S, and graduate
students Maricru/ Rivera and
Wilbert Meade were not hurt.
The woman who had injuries to her hand and stomach
was transferred to Guatemala
City for medical care and is
still pregnant.
Boardnian used die satellite
phone IES owns to call the office
at Miami's campus and report
the incident.
"There was nothing that
Miami or anyone in the U.S.
could have done ... people
were safe and we would proceed and make the airplane,"
Boardman said.
David Keitges, director of
International Education, said
lie is unaware of any incident
like this having ever happened
before on a Miami study abroad
program. He said the gunmen

David Keitges | Director of International Education
the owner and her son, who
were driving the van, had a
quick response time. He said he
believed the men intended to kill
the driver and any passengers
they could and then rob them.
Boardman said he is extremely grateful to the owner of the
van, a Guatemalan woman who
accompanied the group with her
daughter and son.
In the incident report,
Boardman wrote, "Although
(the) choice (to use local
transportation) may have cost
more money, it proved to be a
life-saving one."
He said the woman took great
care of the group when her own
daughter, who was pregnant,
had to be treated in the hospital
for gunshot wounds.
"She had the great presence

of mind to get us out of there,"
Boardman said. "She just got
shot at, her daughter's in the
hospital, and she's helping us."
He said she found the police
to file a report, located another
van and explained the situation
to the driver.
The group was able to stop
at a hospital in Belize to get
treatment and make it to the
airport on time. Boardman
said only one flight per day
leaves the airport.
Injuries resulting from the
incident were minor. Boardnian
got stitches and medication,
which his personal physician
Identified; as appropriate upon
his return.
Wick had minor cuts and
requested not to receive medical
attention. Sandra Wov-llazleton.

weren't targeting Americans.

"The people who ambushed
that van didn't know there were
Americans there," Keitges said
"They were thugs who would do
it to Guatemalans. They weren't
looking lor Americans that day.
They were looking lor any vehi-

cle that drove past"

Keitges said the randomness
of the incident wouldn't warrant the university's tancella
tion of future trips to Guatemala.
Although, he said it was not up to
him lo make that decision,
"Since that was the case, it
wouldn't be logical for the universityto say. 'Don't send another

group of students to Guatemala,''

lie said.
Boardman said the university takes great effort to ensure
study abroad programs are
located in sale areas and that
the university is prepared in the
case of an emergency.
The university regards the
State Department's navel warn
ings. and trips to Kenya and I laiti
have been cancelled in the recent
pas) because of warnings issued
for those countries.
He said the university keeps
student information on file,
including emergency contacts,
and always lias a person nianninga phone in the case of emergencies abroad. Students also
have lo purchase extra health
insurance before traveling
abroad through the university.

Late Night Event Meeting
201 Union

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Wednesdays In the Pub:
BINGO
Black Swamp Pub

Man who drove vehicle into The Pit gets up to 33 yea rs
By J«ssc Jamas Dtconto

(MCT)

7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Audition for Voices of the
Holodomor
University Hall

9pm -11 pm.
Craig Karges Illusionist
202 Union

HILLSBOROUGH, N.C. — A
man who drove a rented sport
utility vehicle into a lunchtime crowd on the University
of North Carolina -Chapel Hill
campus was sentenced yesterday to up to 33 years in prison.
Orange Superior Court
judge Carl Fox ordered a

prison term of 26 years and
two months to 33 years for
Mohammed Taheri-Azar. 25,
for the 2006 attack at The Pit,
a gathering spot outside the
student union.
Taheri-Azar declined to
speak in court. Against his
client's wishes, his attorney,
lames Williams, made a brief
argument for a lesser sentence of about 20 years. The

California teenager launches
non-profitgroup/lnconvenientYouth'
ByWillOr.mus

(MCT)

PALO ALTO, Calif.— A 17year-old Palo Alto, Calif., girl
has launched what she hopes
will become a nationwide
youth movement focused on
global warming.
Last weekend, some 80 teenagers gathered at Stanford
University for a three-day
conference that marked
the kickoff of Inconvenient
Youth, a campaign founded
by Castilleja School rising
senior Mary Doerr. Each is
being trained to lead presentations on climate change
based loosely on the one given
by Al Gore in his film, "An
Inconvenient Truth."
But where Gore sought
mainly to educate and warn
people of climate change's
perils, Doerr says her group
emphasizes action. Beyond
showing slides, its members
will be asked to lobby elected
officials, start clubs at their
schools, and find ways to cut
their own families' greenhouse gas emissions.
The whole enterprise
revolves around a Web site
that doubles as a resource hub
— with tips such as how to set

"We wanted to kick off young attendees got advice
on stage poise from an adult
the most effective way speech coach. Thanks to family connections, the public relapossible and unite kids tions firm Burson-Marsteller
helped publicize the event pro
from all over the place." bono. Attendees were recruited from the San Francisco Bay
Mary Doerr | Founder Inconvenient Youth area and beyond through a
grapevine of school officials.
"We wanted to kick off in
up a slide projector — and a
social networking communi- the most effective way posty where members can share sible and unite kids from all
over the place," Doerr said.
ideas and experiences.
lenny Fuentes, 17, came
"I want to get young people everywhere engaged and up from Los Angeles after
active and really question- being nominated by her
ing," Doerr said. "What right college counselor.
"I always wanted to do
do older generations have to
something for the environjeopardize our future?"
Doerr admits her goal of ment, but I didn't know what
starting a youth movement to do," she said. When she
akin to the civil rights move- returns from the training,
ments of the 1960s is ambi- Fuentes has already lined up
tious, especially for a girl who presentations to groups at her
plans to take a full course load school and at nearby Cedarsin her upcoming senior year of Sinai Medical Center.
Doerr is hoping Fuentes
high school. But she already
and the others who attend
has plenty of help.
weekend's
conferOther teens, including the
19-year-old Miles Alkine of ence at Stanford University
Menlo Park, Calif., have joined are just "the first wave" of
Inconvenient Youth as offi- Inconvenient Truth ambassacers. Adults, including family dors. If the Web site takes off,
friendsand mentors, sit on the for instance, she could envision holding similar training
nonprofit's advisory board.
On Friday, the conference's sessions every few months.

judge dismissed it.
"One of the things our
"One of the things our government won't tolerate — and alter government won't tolerate
9-11 our citizens won't tolerate
— is trying to use Americans ... is trying to use Americans
as punching bags or targets for
as punching bags ..."
terrorist acts or mindless acts,"
Fox said.
Carl fox | Superior I
Two of those injured and the
mother of a third victim testified yesterday, focusing on the nine attempted murder counts
to two counts.
emotional impact of the crime.
Taheri-Azar, a U.S. citizen
"There's sort of this involuntary clench in my back born in Iran and a Unlversit)
when there's a car behind me, of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
and I can't see it," said Susan graduate, claimed alter the
Burgin, who suffered a bruised attack that he was following
elbow and neck spasms after God in avenging the U.S. govshe dodged the leep driven by ernment's killing of Muslims
around the world.
Taheri-Azar.
Taheri-Azar pleaded guilty
In court yesterday, he repeatthis month to nine counts of edly declined opportunities to
attempted first-degree murder. explain his motives or give a
As part of a plea bargain, pros- fuller account of his actions.
"You don't want him to call
ecutors dropped nine felony
assault counts. For sentencing any witnesses on your behalf?"
purposes, Fox consolidated the Fox asked Taheri-Azar, referring

to his lawyer.
"That's is correct, sir," said
fallen- \/ar said.
"Is there any particular reason for that?" Fox added.
"The defense rests, your
honor," Taheri-Azar said.
Butonewitness.Taheri-Azar's
sister, Leyedia, did testify, telling the jury that her brother was
ulu.ix s helpful when it came to
computer or car problems. She
said the brother she knew was
not the one who had rammed a
utility car into the pit.
"He was a really naive kid who
wouldn't hurt a fly," she said.
In previous court appearances, Taheri-Azar has behaved
unpredictably, He was evaluated al a psychiatric hospital
and found competent lor trial.
Before sentencing him,
I ox asked if he had anything

elsetosay.

"No, thank you, your honor,"
lie said.

Check us out online at:
www.bgnews.com
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30. Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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"He don't belong in political office or blacks don't belong in political office.
- Nathan Johnson, one of three Colorado men arrested on drug and weapons charges after
threatening the life of Sen. Barack Obama [CNN.com].
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What area of campus needs to be beautified the most7

THESTREET

The clock tower. I'm

"Around the rec cen-

"Around the dorm

■The psychology build-

a senior now and I

ter, there's just a bus

areas, just to make

ing because I swear

haven't heard it ring

stop and I think they

them more

the custodial staff has

or anything."

could do a little more."

appealing"

never been there"

Chris Kundmucfler,
Senior.
Popular Culture

JohnathjnVanM.il..
Grad Student
American Culture Studies

Julie J.kubowstd
Freshman.
Special Education

%

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

Katlt Harttgan,
Senior.
Psychology and Sociology

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

Bringing an end
Beijing games were Olympic-size letdown
to white privilege
"And while the flame was never
extinguished, the concept that something
was wrong with the Olympics this year
is an uphill battle
started early in the minds of many."
in our society
jWt
I "Whites
have... been taught
W* ** ,« CONRAD
^bW PRIISCHER

■■V fAajLry
W^

M

COLUMNIST

they are not racist
even though they

Imagine a football field on the
side of a steep hill. One team
plays going up the hill while the
other plays going down it.
Things have improved over
the years, but in our society
white people continue to play
downhill against people of color
who are playing uphill.
What would happen if whites
talked to members of their own
race about the topic of racism?
Research appearing in psychological literature reveals whites
often subtly agree with the common attitudes of while society at
large — attitudes that discreetly
imply whites are better.
These racial attitudes are
changing and have changed
noticeably within the last 40
years. But white attitudes about
people of color, particularly
blacks, are still often unfairly
prejudicial with highly negative
consequences.
I recently heard a television commentator talk about
a poll which concluded that
30 percent of whites are racist.
Some non-racist whites often
think, "well if the percentage
was higher not long ago, things
must be getting better."
But if whites were serious
about noticeably reducing racism, we would not tolerate that
30 percent. We would also consider making the playing field
even and paying for the harm
done as a result of the centuries
of unfairness.
Many whites contributed
to racism by refraining to do
anything about racism, partly
because racism was so widespread and we accepted the
white acculturation of "that
is just the way things are." As
Martin Luther King said, "An
injustice anywhere is a threat
to justice everywhere." Most
whites have been trained to
think somebody else will do
something about racism.
Because of whites' habits,
some of your white friends
will probably not be interested in discussing racism.
Whites in our society have
often been taught they are not
racist even though they benefit from our society's institutionalized racism which gives
unfair advantage to whites.
My experience in teaching
a cultural diversity course is
the majority of whites do not
acknowledge the privileges

benefit from society's
institutionalized
racism."
they have as a result of their
whiteness.
Schools and universities contribute to the continuation of
institutional racism by excessive training (which ieads to
people just following along with
conventional thinking) at the
expense of education (which
cause people to think for themselves). Would it be ridiculous to
think that because of the kind
of training for jobs our schools
and universities provide, we lack
education in a broader sense of
opening minds to reduce racism, sexism and homophobia?
If we were more broadly educated, as opposed to primarily
trained, we might notice more
injustices and unacknowledged
white privilege. Broad education
for mind opening may help us
notice that something can be
done about injustices. Educated
citizens can change the way
things are. Long-schooled and
primarily trained individuals
can actually prevent a person
from thinking for themselves.
Excessive training and the
neglect of education contributes
to the continuation of racism.
When was the last time one of
your white friends did something to reduce racism? When
was the last time you did?
If you notice that BGSU is
doing more narrow training than broadly educating,
you may wish to talk to others, including your professors,
deans, provost, and President
Cartwright. You may even wish
to write The BGSU Board of
Trustees about this matter. The
problem is serious and requires
immediate attention.
1 invite you to talk to two or
three of your white friends about
racism and white privilege. If you
gather eight to 10 people in your
dorm, apartment, or home, 1 will
be pleased to come with evidence of unacknowledged white
privilege, and lead a discussion
about what may be done.

-Respond to Conrad at
tiienews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

I 'm a geek for the Olympics.
I live, breathe, Tivo, and eat the
Olympic spirit of competition,
and of course, Michael Phelps.
However, despite my ongoing support and fervor of this
momentous spectacle, this
Olympics left a sour taste in my
mouth. It wasn't because China
won more gold medals than the
U.S., nor that Japan beat the U.S.
women's Softball team, or that
Nastia Liukin was jipped big time
on the un-even bars.
The taste, which is reminiscent
of eating a mouthful of limes,
comes from the fact the beauty
and spectacular tranquility at
the heart of the Olympics, was
turned into a giant press release,
complete with myth and manipulation of facts.

What am I talking about,
you ask?

Let me start at the beginning.
Back when Beijing was in contention for the 2008 Olympics,
the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) made it clear
that any choice of city had to
comply with certain standards.
Some of those standards included being able to financially take
on the burden of the sporting
event, as well as world relations.
China had the money to back up
it's bid for the 2008 Olympics, but
its strained relations with other
countries was one of the major
hurdles it had to clear.
Signing a promissory note of
acceptance and understanding
of the IOC's regulations, China
agreed to their conditions, thus
making Beijing a more than
viable candidate And they won.

Now fast forward to the passing of the Olympic torch.

Because of China's long history
of human rights violations, the
communist propaganda apparent in almost all the government's
words and actions, and its closed
off relationship with the rest of
the world, protesters took aim
at the ever-burning literal and
metaphorical flame of Olympic
spirit And while the flame was
never extinguished, the concept
that something was wrong with
the Olympics this year started
early in the minds of many across
the world.
Despite the preliminary
antagonism of protesters, I was
still supporting the Olympics
in China. I wanted to give this
country the benefit of the doubt,
to rise above all criticism and
showcase its people, culture,
desire to be different, and show
the world that China can be
an open and friendly nation. I
wanted to believe.
On Aug. 8, the wonderment
and ethereal amazement of the
Opening Ceremony shocked the
world. It was beyond awe-inspiring. It surpassed breathtaking. It
was an intellectual, visually overwhelming moment of unrivaled
beauty. This is what the Olympics
were meant to be
The magic didn't last long.
Shortly after the ceremony
concluded on American televisions, stories were popping up
about inconsistencies in the performances displayed that night.
First, it was the fireworks. Did

you know that some of the most
spectacular fireworks that night
were computer generated? The
BeijingTimes, China's own newspaper, broke the news that the
phenomenal footprint fireworks,
the 29 individual footprints that
'ran' to the Bird's Nest Stadium
were CGI masterpieces. The
footage of a helicopter flying
above and capturing this image
was recorded months before the
ceremony even took place. From
now on I guess I'll have to see
fireworks in person to know if
they are real.
Another story of inconsistency
also came from the Opening
Ceremony. Remember the adorable little Chinese girl who sang
"Hymn to the Motherland7 She
was so cute you wanted to pinch
her cheeks at how adorable she
was. Her voice was clear, and
sweet, with that touch of innocence that makes one catch their
breath and feel the heat of tears
well up
However, the Chinese organizers pulled a Milli Vanilli on
the world.
Lin Miaoke, the little girl with
the red dress and pigtails that
wooed the audience, was actually
lip-syncing. Yang Peiyi was whose
voice we heard. She is just as cute
as Lin; however, Yang has a small
gap in her front teeth. Because
of that, she was pulled from the
ceremony and replaced with Lin.
Chen Qigang, the ceremony's
musical designer, attributed
the change t,o a political snafu.
London's Telegraph reported that

the swap was made because Yang
did not "portray the image that
China wanted to convey."
On the political spectrum,
China did not improve its image
by revoking the visa of U.S. athlete, loey Cheek.
It's true that Cheek is the
president of Team Darfur, which
is a group of Olympic athletes
that are trying to bring peace
to the devastation of Darfur in
Sudan. It's also true that he was
headed to Beijing to open up
talks with foreign dignitaries
to try to make a resolution to
the crimes in Darfur. However,
China closed the door by taking
away Cheek's visa, which led to
speculation that China was not
going to completely cooperate
during the Olympics like they
promised the IOC.
I want this known. I don't take
anything away from the athletes
who participated, nor the one
million volunteers of the 2008
Olympic Games.
I just want to know and understand the reasoning behind the
manipulation, especially since
China promised to "behave" itself
in front of the world.
The gates were open, the
chance was there, and while the
overall effect was positive, the
controversies blurred the spectrum of greatness that could have
been achieved.
Idiosyncrasies marred
the vision.
Hopefully the legacy of the
Beijing games will overcome this
later on, but for now, the tricks
played on the world are still
fresh in the minds of those who
watched, cried, laughed and celebrated. And my Tfva
-Respond to Lariat
tlienews@bgnews.com

So, if college students are going to drink
anyway, might as well make it legal
Staff Editorial
The Daily lowan

Underage students who want
to get their drink on without
breaking the law now have
some unlikely allies.
Last week, more than 120
presidents and chancellors
from colleges and universities
across the country called for
lawmakers to consider lowering
the drinking age from 21 to 18.
This would entail either a
drastic reform or repeal of the
National Minimum Drinking
Age Act of 1984, which denies
a state 10 percent of its federal
highway funding if it sets its
drinking age lower than 21.
The movement to change
the drinking age, known as the
Amethyst Initiative, calls to light
the culture of binge-drinking
that forms off campus. Many of

us have seen this for ourselves,
or at least seen the effects.
This Is a surprisingly savvy
move that displays an honest
understanding of the world
we, as college students, live in.
Students are taught abstinence
as the only option when it comes
to alcohol, until they turn 21,
which is perilously ignorant to
the reality of the situation.
We all know it takes little to
no effort these days to obtain
alcohol when you're underage, whether it's having an
adult make the purchase,
sporting a fake ID or finding
that jackpot bar or gas station
that doesn't card.
Under the current state of
the law, 21st birthdays are
celebrated by a lot of college
students with reckless abandon. A study by researchers at
the University of Missouri this

year found that 24 percent of
women and 34 percent of men
complete the "21 for 21" challenge by consuming 21 drinks
or more on their 21st birthdays. The maximum number
of drinks among women was
about 30, and the maximum
for men was a staggering 50.
You could argue that 18 is
a safer age for numerological
reasons — matching 18 drinks
and 18 years is, theoretically, less risky. But more than
anything, the study suggests
that, by age 21, people generally aren't any more responsible when drinking than their
underage counterparts.
It's great that important
people are recognizing the
problem and leading the
way for change. However, we
think more debate is needed
about whether 18 is actually

the right age to switch to.
College towns are veritable
Willy Wonka wonderlands for
drinking, and coupling that
with a student's first foray at
a university is a recipe for a
bombed first semester. Not to
mention the radical change it
would introduce to our high
schools. Currently alcohol is
not as easy to come by in high
school, but if seniors can buy
and distribute at 18, it suddenly
becomes a local problem, not
just one for the universities.
People will always abuse
alcohol — that's never going to
change. But this initiative is a
good step toward identifying
and minimizing the problem.
Personal experience is the only
way most people learn their
own limits and the dangers of
binge-drinking, and the earlier
people learn, the better.

■ E-mail us at thenewsQbgnewsxom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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Men not expected to be charged with Obama threats
By Steven K. Paulson
•nd.Lan Jakes Jordan

^9^

The Associated Press

DENVER — Three men who
authorities initially feared were
plotting to assassinate Barack
Obama at the Democratic
National Convention are facing
only gun charges — signaling
they never posed a real threat.
A federal law enforcement
official in Denver said the three
men and a woman also arrested on Sunday are not expected to be charged with making threatening statements,
conspiracy or other national
security-related crimes.
It's possible — but unlikely — that additional charges
could come later, the official
said, speaking on condition
of anonymity because the
charges have not yet been filed.
One of the men was arrested
near Denver with two rifles,

•<•«
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ammunition, walkie-talkies
and suspected drugs. Federal
officials say two other men and
a woman were apprehended a
few hours later.
A news conference to discuss
the charges was expected at 6
p.m. EDT yesterday.
The likelihood of an assassination attempt on Democratic
presidential candidate Obama
wasdownplayedbylawenforcement officials in Colorado
and Washington.
"We're absolutely confident

'..•■'••.■.'.

•■'.

'.

there is no credible threat to
the candidate, the Democratic
National Convention, or the
people of Colorado," U.S.
Attorney Troy Eid said in a
statement.
One of the men arrested told
KCNC-TV, the CBS affiliate in
Denver, that others involved in
the case had made racist statements regarding Obama and
had discussed killing Obama
on the day of the speech.
When asked if he felt there
was a plot to kill Obama,

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

Nathan Johnson said, "Looking
back at it, 1 don't want to say
yes, but I don't want to say
no." Johnson was interviewed
while being held in jail on drug
charges. He said he wasn't
involved in any plot.
Three senior FBI officials
said it's unclear whether any
of the suspects were serious
about carrying out threats.
The officials spoke on condition of anonymity because
they were not authorized to
discuss the case.
A fourth federal official
familiar with the investigation
said an assassination attempt
was unlikely.
"The capability and their
opportunity and what they
had for their weaponry — I
don't see that they would
have been able to carry it
out," the official said on
condition of anonymity.

By Betsy BUiey

CLOVIS, N.M. — Five of eight
inmates who escaped from a coun ty jail after shimmyinguppipes and
cutting a hole in the roof remained
at large yesterday and were considered dangerous. Among them were
a convicted murderer and another
man charged with murder.
The escape was discovered
Sunday night. Federal, state and

local authorities spent much of
Monday interviewing theescapees'
family members and friends. They
searched homes in the Clovis area,
near the Texas state line, as well
as one in Albuquerque, District
Attorney Matt Chandler said
Investigators "are looking at
every family and background
friend of the suspects and they
will continue to do that until they
hopefully capture these individuals," Chandler said at news

McCain quotes former Clinton ads
to use as fire power against Obama
By Mike Glover
The Associated Press

PHOENIX — Republican John
McCain is stealing a chunk
from Hillary Rodham Clinton's
best-known TV attack, questioning in his own ad whether
Barack Obama is ready for that
3 a.m. phone call signaling an
international crisis.
The McCain spot debuted
yesterday just hours before
Clinton was set to praise Obama
in an address at the Democratic
National Convention in Denver.
Clinton will urge supporters to
unify behind Obama.
McCain's campaign is eagerly
reminding voters that Clinton
had once considered McCain to
be more experienced.
Opening with a scene lifted from Clinton's old ad, the
McCain spot then switches
to scenes of war, missiles

conference Monday. "To get tunnel vision on where one suspect
might be going we could actually
miss the lead on another one."
By Monday night, three of
the original eight inmates had
been captured.
Victor Apodaca was chased
and captured not far from the jail
soon after his escape; the sheriff's
office gave no details on Apodaca's
record. A tip led authorities to
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Inmates, considered dangerous, on the loose in New Mexico
The Associated Press

1

Kaynalclo Lnriquez in Lubbock,
Texas, Chandler said. Enrique/. 19,
had been previously charged with
aggravated burglary, mblxry, and
assault and battery counts.
Another fugitive, Javier Zapata,
19, was recaptured by U.S.
Marshals at 11:30 p.m. in Cactus,
Texas. He had been jailed on
charges of aggravated assault,
shooting at a motor vehicle and
child abuse.
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Being single and pregnant
is tough

getting help isn't
JAECHONG

AP PHOTO

INTRODUCING OBAMA: Democratic
presidential candidate. Sen. Barack Obama.
D-lll. led. is introduced by Sen Hillary
Rodham Clinton. D-N.Y. during a campaign
stop in New York

and hooded gunmen as an
announcer says: "Uncertainty.
Dangerous aggression. Rogue
nations. Radicalism." Clinton
herself is shown saying: "I
know Sen. McCain has a lifetime of experience that he will
bring to the White House. And
Sen. Obama has a speech he
gave in 2002."
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Illusionist: Craig Karges
9 p.m. • Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Craig Karges'
performance is an
extraordinary blend of
mystery, humor,
psychology and intuition.
Karges dazzles the mind
as he challenges his
audiences to question
what is real and what is
unreal, what is possible
and what is impossible.
Sponsored by Orientation and First Year Programs
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Interested in Greek Life at BGSU?
Come Have Fun With The Greeks!

Find A Place To Call Home
imm.prelerredpropeniesco.com

Greek Welcome Back Bash

Mfttt YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Hun Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
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Houses
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Thursday, August 28th
8pm-11:45pm
Located in the Intramural Fields
(Across from Kreischer)
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SIDELINES

Men's golf looks to rebound
with younger roster
John

By Bill Bordtwkk
Reporter

These leaves are about to change.
That crisp fall air is about to be
upon us. and you know what
that means?
It is time for a little golf.
Yep, the men's golf team is
getting ready to rebound after a
disappointing finish to the 20072008 season that saw the falcons
finish eighth out of nine teams
at the MAC Championships
at Longaberger Golf Club in
Nashport.Ohio.
"The MAC Tournament was
disappointing for us," said coach
Garry Winger. "We had a better
team than that. Obviously we
didnt play well."
Winger is entering his 10th season at the helm of the lalcons and
will look to guide a very young and
inexperienced squad this season.
BG will be without secondteam All MAC performer lace
Walker this season as the senior
captain from a year ago has no
more eligibility left.
Walker completed his tenure at
BG with a scoring average of 74.98,
which bested Coach Winger's previous school-record mark of 75.00.
Walker finished his senior season
with a scoring average of 73.40.
"We're going to have a young

MEN'S SOCCER
Falcons picked to
finish fifth
The men's soccer team
was picked to finish in fifth
place in the Mid-American
Conference standings in
yesterday's MAC preseason
poll. Akron was predicted to
repeat as champions with
Northern Illinois. Buffalo and
Hardwick also finishing above
the Falcons.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Log onto the BG News Sports
Blog for continued coverage
of the football team's Pitt
preparations and other

Powers
Was third on the
team in 2007 with
75.25 average

3

Matt
Schneider
Was second on
the team in 2007
with 74.28 average

team this year. We lost lace Walker,"
Winger said, "lace was very talented and played very well for us
last season."
With Walker gone, this Falcons
squad will be devoid of any senior
leadership. The leadership and
experience fall on the shoulders
of juniors Matt Schneider and
lohn Powers.
"Matt and lohn amongst others are going to have to step up,"
Winger said in replacing Walker's
production. "It's a big liole to fill
but I don't expect it should be a
problem with the guys that played
well this summer."
Schneider echoed Winger's
comments regarding the
See GOLF | Page 7

developments in all BG
sports. We also have links
to all the MAC schools and
papers to give you easy
access to news from around
the conference.
http://bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1995-Tiger Woods wins
the 95th US Amateur
Championship.
1975-Parum defeats Smith
in the first U.S. Tennis Open
night match.
1966-Athletics pitcher Paul
Lindblad starts a 385 errorless
game streak.

The List
With yesterday's announcement that MLB will begin
using replay in series' starting
on Thursday, here is a list of
five of the most replay worthy
plays in history.

1. Don Denkinger:
Jorge Orta was called safe
despite Todd Worrell's foot
clearly beating him to the
bag. Denkinger's missed call
in the 1985 World Series gave

Here's Johnny
LB Haneline fully recovered from foot injury
By Chrii Voloichulc
Spoils Editor

Needless to say, it came at an inopportune time.
Until the Akron game, Haneline had established
himself as a leader on the defensive side of the ball
Right away, John Haneline knew his injury and a guy who would travel to any part of the field
to make a stop. The stats also didn't lie, he had 96
was serious.
"I felt a pop and a pain I'd never felt before," tackles, one sack, one interception and a forced
fumble over the eight games he played in. He led
Haneline said.
The pop he felt had come from his foot during the entire team in tackles up to the pop in his foot.
the ninth game of last season against Akron at
Haneline had a firm enough hold on the team
Doyt Perry Stadium. It wasa Friday gameunder the tackles lead that it took fellow linebacker Erique
lights, and the Falcons were in control of the game. Dozier two full games to overtake him. Even
though he missed the final four games of the seaThey would go on to win, 44-20.
Haneline, a junior outside linebacker known for son, he still managed to finish seventh in the Midbeing all over the field making tackles, tried his best American Conference in tackles.
to shake off the pain and get out of the locker room
"Any time you lose a top tackier it's going to be
tough on you as a unit and as a team," said lineand back to the field.
His attempt to continue playing didn't fare backers coach Deion Melvin. "But you hope to
mold the people around you, the younger guys, for
so well.
"I wanted to come back out," Haneline said. when someone gets hurt they can step up and fill
"The Itrainersl told me I had to show them I could that role, although that's big shoes to fill. You hope
put weight on it and so 1 put weight on it and col- you have somebody that can do as well as lohn did
lapsed. I had to go to the hospital and everything at that point in time last year."
else from there."
While the coaches would look for answers with
The "everythingelse" he mentioned was the long the remaining linebackers on the roster, Haneline
repair and rehabilitation that followed his injury.
See HANELINE | Page 7

MLB institutes instant
replay for close homeruns
By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Major League
Baseball reversed its longstanding opposition to instant
replayand will allow umpires to
check video on home run calls
in series that start tomorrow.
The start date comes nearly
10 months after general managers voted 25-5 to use the
technology, and following MLB
agreements with the unions for
umpires and for players.
"I believe that the extraordinary technology that we now
have merits the use of instant
replay on a very limited basis,"
commissioner Bud Selig said.
'The system we have in place
will ensure that the proper call
is made on home run balls and
will not cause a significant delay
to the game."
Three series are scheduled to start tomorrow, with
Philadelphia at the Chicago
Cubs, Minnesota at Oakland
and Texas at the Los Angeles
Angels. For other games, replays
will be available to umpires
starting Friday.
For now, video will be used
only on so-called "boundary
calls." such as determining

ROSSFRANKUMl AP PHOTO

SECOND OPINION: Umpires confer on
a questionable home run call as Arizona's
Stephen Drew looks on. Starting tomorrow,
umpires can view video ol close calls

whether fly balls went over the
fence, whether potential home
runs were fair or foul and whether there was fan interference on
potential home runs.
See REPLAY | Page 7

the Royals the momentum
they needed to win it.

2. Jeffrey Maier:
Derek Jeter's home run in the
1996 ALCS was aided by the
help of Maier s fan interference. Tony Tarasco pleaded
his case, but the umpires
stood by the original ruling.

3. Livan Hernandez:
Eric Gregg's seemingly
enlarged strike zone helped
Hernandez strike out 15 in
the 1997 NLCS. That performance helped the Marlins
advance to and later win the
World Series.

ENOCH WU I THE 8G NEWS

GOOD HANDS: Corey Partridge was second in team receiving last season.

BG NEWS FIIE PHOTO

SCORE: Marques Parks scored five touchdowns last season.

4. Steve Bartman:

8G NEWS FIU PHOTO

NEW LOOK: Anthony Turner was moved
to the slot position in the off-season.

BG NEWS Flu: PHOTO

TWICE AS NICE: Tyrone Pronty scored in
back to back games last season

BG NEWS FILE PHOTO

GAINING GROUND: Freddie Barnes led
the team wiih nine touchdowns last season.

Bartman's uncalled fan interference changed the momentum in the 2003 NLG and
left the Cubs out of the World
Series. The incident has since
become the latest curse in
Cubs lore.

5. Matt Holliday:
Holiday's slide in the 13th
inning of a 2007 play-in game
against the Padres left many
believing he never actually
touched home plate.

Falcon receiving corps has an abundance of depth, experience
By John Lopez
Reporter

Boasting the second-ranked passing offense in the Mid-American
Conference is a respectable feat for
any of its offenses, unless of course
you're a member of the Falcons'
wide receiving corps. The Falcons
are returning 10 of 13 lettermen in
pass catching positions, including
all four starters at wide receiver.
Quarterback Tyler Sheehan is
excited about having so many tar•gets to throw to.

"The fact that we have so many talented
receivers is a big advantage for our team."
Tyler Sheehan | Quarterback

"It's going to be great; we have
a nice mix of veterans like Corey
Partridge and young guys like Ray
Hutson who can all catch balls,"
Sheehan said.
Sheehan doesn't think there is
such a thing as too many options
at receiver.
I

"The feet that we have so many
talented receivers is a big advantage for our team, we can substitute
receivers every four or five plays,
even as often as every two or three
plays depending on the routes we
run," Sheehan said.
Senior wide receiver Corey

I

Ray

squad is making, and how close
his players are.
"This group is special," Bird said.
Freshman receiver
"Not one young receiver has done
could be another
so much as a minute late to a meetoffensive weapon
ing. That is a testament to our older
guys. It's good that none of the guys
Partridge said being a wideout for see this as just a competition, but as
the Falcons is more than just a job.
a group of teammates working to
"We are a family, it is impor- make each other better."
tant for us older receivers take
Bird was also complementary of
the younger receivers under our receivers Tyrone Pronty and new
wing," he said.
Receivers coach Stephen Bird
See RECEIVERS | Page 7
is glad to see Jhe progress his
Hutson

SPORTS
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The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

From Page 6
began his long recovery. At first,
he tried to wait and see if the injury would heal on its own. When it
didn't, he had to undergo a surgery that took place two weeks
before the Toledo game.
"They put two screws in, and it
probably took a good hour-anda-half or so," Haneline said. "It
was really quick to take them
out, though, about a half hour. I
was walking two days after I got
them out."
Then came the rehab, which
proved to be the roughest part of
his recovery. The worst part for
Haneline was having to watch his
teammates play out the rest of the
regular season, the GMAC Bowl
that followed and even the spring
practice season.
More than anything, he wanted to be on the field with his
teammates. His inability to suit
up served as motivation to get
healthy and reminded him how
much he loved to play.
"I wanted to be there with the
guys, doing the preparation and
everything with them," Haneline
said. "It was eating me up not
being out there with them, especially during that bowl game."
Rehabilitation was also no walk
in the park. He couldn't even start
really working for seven months.
"There was a lot of stuff,"
Haneline said. "There was a lot
of work in the pool, a lot of foot
strengthening things, just random exercises. I wasn't allowed
to start rehab until the screws
came out, so I was doing a lot of
upper body workouts and some
light lower body stuff."
During the rehab process, his
scar tissue was able to break
up, and he had to work through
pain to get back. By the first day
of training camp, he was finally

RECEIVERS
From Page 6
addition Anthony Turner.
"Tyrone has looked really good
through camp. He may be our fastest receiver," Bind said. "I lopefuDy
he can really stretch the field for

GOLF
From Page 6
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Exclamation of truimph
A pop
Disencumber
Novel thought
Pasta choice
Make even
Fort Knox till
Labor
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WORKING HARD: John Haneline may have missed a big portion of last season, but he
has pu! in the work to remain a successful defender and team leader

^■bb

"He's going to give it his all every day. He's
going to lead by example and also lead off
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
26

Deion Melvm | Lmebackets coach
He's going to lead by example
and also lead off the field as a
good example... On and off the
field he's a good example for all
our young players."
After having such a productive
season before the injury, head
coach Gregg Brandon expects his
now-senior linebacker and team
co-captain to have a great 2008.
"I expect perfection," Brandon
said. "We always expect perfection. We don't always get it, but
we're always striving for it. As a
senior, as a captain, 1 challenge
these guys. I sayl 'this is your
team, we'll go as far as you guys
want to go'."
And Haneline wouldn't have it
any other way.
"I'm like a new man. I'm so
excited to be back," he said.

us and open it up for guys like AT.
|Tumer| in the middle."
Turner, a versatile player who has
lined up at multiple positions in his
three years as a Falcon, has found a
home as a wideout during camp
"I found out at the start of canip
that coach wanted to try me out at
receiver," Turner said. "I am excited

to help the team any way 1 can."
'AT. is an asset wherever he is
on the field," l\irtriclge said. "When
we found out he was going to be a
receiver this yearwe welcomed the
addition with open amis."
Returning Falcons caught
330 of 332 passes and 28 of 29
touchdowns last season.

chief at a game decides replay
needs to be checked, umpires
From Page 6
will leave the field, technicians
at MLBAM will show umpires
Selig, who opposed replay the video and the crew chief will
in the past, said he won't allow make the call, overturning the
its use to expand to additional original decision only if there is
"clear and convincing evidence."
types of calls.
Leaving the dugout to argue a
"My opposition to unlimited
instant replay is still very much call following a replay will result
in play," Selig said. "1 really think in an automatic ejection.
Selig said the use of replays
that the game has prospered for
well over a century now doing may shorten games because
it might eliminate some
things the way we did it."
Video from all broadcast feeds arguments.
"While the use of instant
will be collected at the office of
MajorLeagueBaseballAdvanced replay is an experiment, we
Media in New York, where it will hope that over the balance of
be monitored by a technician this season it will prove to be
and either an umpire supervisor a success," players' union head
or a retired umpire. If the crew Donald Fehr said.

IRraomicscLlco

The players' association
agreed to replay for the balance of the season but retained
the right, through Dec. 10, to
ask for additional bargaining
for future years. If players don't,
the replay agreement will run
through 2011.
Baseball had been the last
holdout among the major professional sports in the United
States. Replays were first used in
the NFL in 1986.

Field ol Dreams
DRIVE-IN THEATER
uo«ly Center. 0M
"Only 35 mleetei NW ol BG"

Time tor a shower?
Some NCOs
Small town
Spyri heroine
Debatable
Jacob's twin
Eve of "Grease"
Spicy stew
Stark naked
Start of a quip
Money-managing exec.
Final: abbr.

28
32
33
34
38
39
40

Part 2 of quip
Bologna neighbor
Mischievous kid
Upholstery nail
"Common Sense" writer
Part 3 of quip
Shepherdess in Virgil's
"Eclogues"
41 Editorial notation

^M

42
43
44
46
50
51
52
56
57
58
62
63
64
65

Elaine of "Seinfeld"
Stage a coup
Marconi's medium
Invitee
Gymnast Korbut
Harden
Bivouacs
Parade entry
Classic tune
Monthly payment
Second cosmonaut
Oceanography deg.
School period
Spoken
_ de Mayo
Buckwheat groats
NYC subway line
Mornings and afternoons

B'way theater sign
Burr and Spelling
Part 4 of quip
Entertainer
Dissemblance
Morgue letters
End of quip
Earthenware pot
Sea eagles
Lawn cutter
Gas or elec.
Small monkey
Type of alcohol
Dieter's word

66 External layer
67 Pumps, e.g.
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Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The B(i New will not knowingly accept
advertisement thai discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race,
sex, color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual orientation, disability status as a
veteran, or on the basis olany other legally
protected status.
The BG New* reserves the right lo decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found to be defamatory,
lacking in factual basis, misleading or false
in nature. All advertisements are subject
to editing and approval.

Services Offered
Southside Laundromat
993 S Main St.
OPEN 24/7 FREE YFI

Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National
Leadership and Honors Organization
with over 75 chapters across the
country, is seeking motivated students to serve as founding
officers/members to assist in starting
a local chapter Contact Rob Miner
at rminer@salhonors.org
WANTED: Garage near Wooster &
Main St intersecton for motorcycle
storage. Will pay for all year
Contact Tony at 419-575-9456

Granite
City
room nKwNc^
\

i Now accepting
applications for

servers at
Granite City
Food & Brewery

.jam—.
fnw The Dark Knight mi
■MII The Mummy 3 mi

Eaperience required

.

Apply in person at
2300 Village Drive
West. Maumee
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Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.

441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1|

Please call lor an appointment

Help Wanted

For Rent

IBARTENDING! up to$300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided.

"Avail NOW: 2 BR Apt $525/mo.
Free Web. Furn?, AC. 316 E Merry
1/1/09 - 1 or 2 BR Apts. low as $399.
showing houses tor 09-10 SY
See Cartyrentals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Are you looking for a job with a flexible schedule? The Pampered Chet
is looking for Sales Consultants.
No experience needed
E-mail brittanyOwcnet org
Babysitter needed for Tuesday.
Wednesday 8 Thursday afternoons
Please call 419-409-0567
Child care center now hiring care
givers for days, eves & weekends
Send resume or apply in person at
3150 Bostwick.Levis Commons.
Perrysburg, OH
info@kidzwatch.net.
www.kidzwatch.net
Employees needed to perform light
production work Company offers
Ilex, hrs between 7:30am & 7:30pm
most days Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT. many BGSU
students work here, easy walk from
campus Pay is &7/hr. Pick up app.
at Advanced Specialty Products, Inc.
428 Clough St Bowling Green
Hiring servers, experience desired
but not required. Apply in person at
Johnny Rockets,
4115 Levis Commons, Perrysburg
Now Hiring: Part-time - runners,
supervisors & stand workers.
Call Rob at 419-372-7102.

1 BRapt, 10 1/2 Ridge St.
block trom campus. S400/mo.
2BRapl. 156 1/2 S College.

A/C. W/D. $650/mo
Call 419-308-1733
3 bdrm. house avail.8/15/08
$275 per person t util. Close to
BGSU Off St prk AC/WD
Call 419-601-3225 or 419-352-4773
3 BR house w/ W/D & A/C.
private parking avail
Call 419-354-9740.
3 BR house, brand-new in nice
residential w/ full basement
$1400/mo. Call 419-308-2457.
3-4 BR house w/lrg liv rm, deck off
back, close to campus. $950/mo.
Lrg 2 BR duplex, deck off back.
quiet & cozy, $525/mo

Call 419-654-5716
312 N. Enterprise
3 kg bdrm, C/A. all appl inc.
Clean. $950/mo. 419-352-5882
832 Third St. 5 blks from campus.
3 BR. 1 bath, fenced in back yard
Window A/C.
S840/mo • util Call 419-392-2812

Part time sitter needed for one 12 yr.
old girl, in my Perrysburg home beginning Fall '08. Must be flexible.
Call for more info. (917)903-1754.

COZY. clean, quiet 1 BR apt.
2nd floor, ideal for grad student
Non-smoking. $395/mo + util.
Quiet, clean 1 BR apt, west side BG.
non-smoking. $495/mo incl. heat.
Call 419-352-2104

For Sale

Ideal tor faculty/staff. 2BR.A/C. appl.
hAv floors.stained glass, hist,
non-smoking, ref. $729
Call 419-261-2038.

Wanted
Mature/energetic nanny needed to
care for 9yr old child in BG home.
Start ASAP, every day 1-5pm
Re! a must Call (419) 823-7017

Frozen desserts
St. Louis sight
Keanu in "The Matrix
Orders out
Run _ of the law
More than one: pret.
Dark
Like old bread
Bruhn of ballet
Nonconformist
Fluttery flyer
Personal question?
Check out
"Kidnapped" auth.

ANSWERS

V

> Pregnancy Tests
1
Counseling
• Post Abortion Counseling
• Pregnancy Support
> Adoption Information
> Limited Ultrasounds
• Material Assistance

been in the hunt to win a few

REPLAY

1

27 Tyrant

"I've had a pretty good summer;

upcoming season.
tournaments and got some experience
"We lost four guys that we were
pretty important to our team, that's
with the pressure of that."
going to be pretty tough to overcome," the junior said. "But we got
John Powers I Golfer
two incoming freshmen and hopefully they can come in and contrib- got some good experience with the a very unique schedule breakup as
ute right away and we're thinking pressure of that"
the season is divided into a fall sestheywilL"
Powers hopes for improved sion and spring session.
Schneider finished second on the scores this season because of his
The fall portion of the schedule
concludes October 14th with the
team in scoring average last season raised expectations.
with a 7428. He finished in a tie for
" I'd like to be in the top 20 of every Xavier Invitational in I«veland,
14th at the MAC Championships by tournament - be able to be top five, Ohio BG will then take a four
top 10 consistently."
month break and then resume play
posting a score of 238.
He also earned MAC Golfer of the
Schneider and Powers will lead in February down in 1 lilton I lead,
Week following his performance at this young, depth-deprived team S.C., at the Wexford Plantation
the Wexford Plantation Invitational into a very challenging schedule Intercollegiate on I-eb. 23.
that gets underway the first weekCan you imagine the football
by posting a score of 226.
Powers finished thirdonrheteam end after school resumes with the team playing five games and then
last season with a scoring average Rufherfotd Intercollegiate Labor taking a break for four months?
"It's always difficult when you're
of 7525. He finished in a tie for Day weekend in Farmington, Penn.
24th at the MAC Championships
The Falcons will then return a school in the north preparing
by posting a score of 306. Powers, to the friendly confines of BG indoors is always challenging and
a BG native, also shot a season- as they play to the John Piper once you get outdoors, it's totalbest score of 70 at the John Piper Intercollegiate Monday, Sept. 8 ly different," Winger said of the
Intercollegiate, which is held in BG. and Tuesday, Sept. 9.
schedule breakup.
"Our schedule is very difficult,"
Winger mentioned how BG is
"My expectations for myself have
certainly changed," Powers said on Winger said. "We're playing in some building an indoor facility that
the upcoming season. "I've had a great tournaments against some should be ready right around the
time of the last fall tournament
pretty good summer; been in the great fields."
The golf schedule also provides at Xavier.
hunt to win a few tournaments and

■■■■1

ACROSS

the field as a good example."
100 percent and ready to take
the field again.
"He made a big time commitment to himself to get back as
early as he got back." Melvin
said. "The doctors, our trainers
did a magnificent job. He had to
walk around with a screw in his
foot. He didn't go through any of
spring. And then to come back
off of spring ball and get himself
back in shape enough to be ready
to go for the first game is just
outstanding on his part and on
our trainers and the doctors that
treated him."
"When the younger players see
lohn Haneline, they see a guy
that's tough, a guy that knows
the difference between injury
and soreness," he said. "He's
going to give it his all every day.
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1994 Mercury Villager minivan,
runs good, reliable. 20+ MPG,
$1,500 OBO, Call 419-832-0111.
Dorm refrigerator for sale.

$25
Call Geroge at (419) 352-2915
For Sale: Valley pool table.
excellent condition. $1500 OBO
Call 419-575-8032
Rummage Sale-1st Christian Chrch,
corner ol Haskins & Poe,
WED - 8/27 - 5-8ptn.,
Thurs/Friday - 9-3. Fri -$2 bag day.

Ideal lor laculty/statf/sm lam.
3BR, h/w floors, stained glass, hist,
C/A, appl, non-smoking, ref, $869
Call 419-261-2038.
Jay-Mar Apt. 2 BR. $510/mo
* gas & electric, on-site laundry,
available now Low security deposit.
Call 419-354 -6036
Rm/Suite in BG home, non-smoker,
$400/mo. util. internet, laundry incl.

Call 419-575-6942
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SAT more inclusive yet suffering from low scores
Alan Schier Zagier

"You only had the best of the best taking
the test. The SAT has become far
more inclusive."

The Associated Press

i!', BY GOOGlE IMAGE
SOMEONE HATES JEETER?: Yankees shortstop Derek Jeter was just one of the many
celebrities musicians and professional athletes who recieved hate mail from David Tuason

an sent to pnsion

COLUMBIA, Mo. — For a second
straight year, SAT scores for the
most recent high school graduating class remained at the lowest
level in nearly a decade, a trend
attributed to a record number of
students now taking the test.
The 1.52 million students who
took the test is a slight increase
from last year but a jump of
nearly 30 percent over the past
decade. Minority students
accounted for 40 percent of testtakers, and 36 percent were the
first in their families to attend
college. Nearly one in seven had
a low enough family income to
take the test for free.
"More than ever, the SAT
reflects the face of education
in this country," said Gaston
Caperton, president of the
College Board, which owns the
test and released the results
yesterday.
The class of 2008 scored an
average of 515 out of a pos-

Jim Hull | Policy Analyst
sible 800 points on the math
section of the college entrance
exam, a performance identical
to graduating seniors in the
previous year.
Scores in the critical reading
component among last spring's
high school seniors also held
steady at 502, but the decline
over time has been more dramatic: the past two years represent the lowest reading average
since 1994, when graduating
seniors scored 499.
By comparison, the highest
average reading score in recent
decades was 530 by the class
of 1972, although that score
dropped dramatically within
five years to near present levels. The latest math average
is just five points below the

35-year high of 520, reached
three years ago.
Those historical highs are
tempered by the test's more
selective reach a generation
ago, said Jim Hull, a policy analyst for the Center for Public
Education, which is affiliated
with the National School Boards
Association.
"You only had the best of
the best taking the test," he
said. "The SAT has become far
more inclusive."
Average scores also remained
constant on the writing portion
of the SAT, which was added to
the entrance exam in 2006. For
the second year in a row, the
average score was 494—a threepoint drop from its debut year.
The writing test is still a work

in progress, with many colleges
waiting for several years of data
before factoring that portion
into admissions decisions.
But the College Board released
data yesterday suggesting that
scores on the newest portion of
the exam are the most accurate
gauge of first-year success in college. Studies by the University
of Georgia and the University of
California support the group's
findings, it reported.
Malesonaveragescored four
points higher than females on
the reading section (504 vs.
500) and 33 points higher on
the math test (533 vs. 500),
but females on average outscored their counterparts on
the writing test, 501 to 488.
Average ACT scores released
earlier this month showed a
slight decrease, for the class of
2008 — 21.1 compared to 21.2
a year ago, on a scale of 1 to 36.
With 1.42 million test-takers, the
rival exam still lags behind the
more-entrenched SAT, but is
growing at a faster rate.

due to hate mail
JoaMINda
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - A man who
wrote hundreds of hateful letters to black and mixed race
men - inrludini; Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas
and New York Yankees shortstop Derek Jeter — was sen
tenced yesterdaj to three years
and 10 months in prison.
David Tuason apologized for
his hrli.u ioi ,u lederal i nun

saying '"' never meant to hurl
anybody, He said he sent the
threatening letters because a
black man "stole the girlfriend
he planned to marry.
Tuason had faced up to 10
years in prison, lie pleaded
guilty In May to si\ counts

of mailing threatening communications and two counts
of threatening interstate
communications.
Prosecutors said Tuason,
who is of Filipino descent, sent
more than 200 hateful letters
or e-mails, many to black or
mixed-race men seen with
white women.
luason, who lived ill the
( leveland suburbs with his
parents, sent threatening communications to high school, college and professional athletes,
coaches, celebrities, musicians,
news anchors, hospitals, police
departments and lawyers,
according to his plea deal.
FBI agents arrested Tuason
in March after tracking e-mails
sen) from a public library.

Several cops cheat on
drunk driving test
COLUMBUS — The Stale
Highway Patrol has recommended firing 12 officers ini
cheating on a lest on equip
ment used during drunken
driving arrests.
An Ohio Inspector (ieneral
report in July found that a troop
er made copies of an exam on
operating the equipment thai
tests breath and helps determine
blood alcohol content.
Yesterdays recommendations
involve troopers and sergeants.

Most had been assigned to the
Canton post.
The cases go before a
hearing officer Friday at the
patrol's districl headquarters
in Massillon, Names of those
involved are being withheld
pending thai hearing.
I awyer I ierschel sigall, for the
Ohio Slate I roopers Association,
says the union will challenge
at least some of the allegations based on lack of evidence
of cheating.
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